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Constitute consideration agenda 7 
 

Definition of Independent Director 
 

 
Definition properties of Independent Director 
 

1. To be the director without taking part in managing, and not being the employee or the advisor having salary 
with the company, the subsidiary company, the affiliated company, the related company, or the major 
shareholders of the company. 

2. To be the director without the business or interests as direct or indirect in financial aspect and financial 
management in the company, the subsidiary company, the affiliated company, the related company or the 
major shareholders of the company. 

3. To be the director not being the related person or the closed cousin of the executive managements or major 
shareholders of the company. 

4. To be the director without any appointment as representative in protecting business of the company’s 
directors, major shareholders, or the shareholders with the relationship with major shareholders of the 
company. 

5. To hold shares of not exceeding 1% of paid-up capitals of the company, the subsidiary company, the 
affiliated company, the related company. This includes the counting of shares held by the related persons 
(including the person(s)) with relationship by blood lineage, by the marriage, and by legal registration such 
as father, mother, spouse, child) 

6. To be able to perform the duties, express the opinion or to report the performance as to the tasks assigned 
by the company’s board of directors, not being under the control of the executive managements or major 
shareholders of the company including the related person(s) (including the person(s) with the relationship 
with the company that affect to the ability in performing  the duties independently or fluently such as: the 
clients, the creditors, the debtors, or the person(s) with the significant relationship to the company’s 
business) or the closed cousin of such person(s). 

7. The Independence Director must have the independence and able to express the opinion or to report freely 
as to the missions assigned, without concerning to any benefit relating to assets or position, and not being 
under the influence of any person(s) or group of person(s), including of none situation obstructed 
Independence Director in expressing opinion as it should be. 

8. To devote with adequate time for the Audit Committee’s operation, and have the intention to enhance 
knowledge concerning the company’s operation in continuous for the effectiveness. 
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